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The Devil King was also a little embarrassed, “It’s not like it’s not possible, after all, the Yunluo
Immortal Kingdom is just a few people who have been trampled to death in the street.”

“Khan.”That woman felt very depressed between moments, and she was going to save a former First
Pervert.

“Star Luo, don’t think too much, past lives are past lives, this life is this life, maybe you had a past life,
forget, you don’t have a past life.Oh, maybe you’re a terrible person in your next life, too?You can’t
deny a man for that.”

“Well, I know.”

“Then speed up your journey, and I’ll talk to him first.”

“Good.”

The devil cut off fairy thought communication with the woman.

On the other side.

Omi was still waiting for the Demon King’s reply.

At that moment, the Devil King replied.

“Omi, don’t worry, I’ve already informed her to come, but the earliest it might take is about seven days,
in these seven days, you’ll have to fend for yourself, if the person who’s following you wants to make
an early move, I won’t be able to do anything about it.” Remember the URL .kanshu8.net

“Okay, thank you, Senior.”

“By the way, her impression of you might not be very good, and her status is a bit high, even the
emperors of the Yunluo Immortal Kingdom would probably have to greet her when they see her, so
you should be more polite when you see her.”

“Uh, the status is so high, but, I have the impression that it’s bad how people haven’t even met her.”

“I told her about you, especially about your past life.”

“Damn it, Senior Demon King, a past life is a past life, you can’t do that.”

“Oh, I was afraid that you would do something out of the ordinary then, so I gave her a clear
explanation in advance.After all, with her status, if it wasn’t for me, you wouldn’t even be qualified to
talk to her, and she’s still a girl.”

“Hey, a female, isn’t she beautiful?”Omi was busy asking, finding that it was a woman, the first
reaction was whether it was beautiful.



“You see you see, did I tell you, you were a lecher in your previous life, although you have improved a
lot in this life, but, in the structure of your soul, you still have the construct of a lecher, just to a
shallow degree.That’s exactly what I was worried about, so I told her ahead of time that you were a bit
horny.”

“My grass, Senior Demon King, you hacked me.”Omi was depressed, Omi didn’t feel horny in this life,
Omi didn’t deny it in his previous life.Could it be that in the impression of others, Omi was also a
lustful man in this life?

“Alright, let’s not talk about it with you for now, you can see for yourself.”

The devil’s fairy thoughts disappeared.

Belinda Ma had fallen asleep.

Omi’s head was spinning.

The next day, the sun was on his ass, and Omi hadn’t gotten up yet.

“Zhou Mi, get up, there’s still a journey to be made, from here to Upper Fei Yan Continent, at our
speed, it will take at least ten days and half a month ah.”Belinda Ma shook Omi.

“Don’t quarrel, this town, the scenery is beautiful, I plan to rest here for ten days and half a month
before setting off.”

“Ah.”Belinda Ma was stupid, ten days and half a month later, and still resting here.

Omi couldn’t tell Belinda Ma about being followed, in case she was exposed, the person who was
following her would definitely do it in advance.

Omi was also very depressed, to blame only the incoming enemy was too powerful.

Fire up, Omi use the former life mirror forget it, of course, the premise is that Omi’s former life mirror
is really a powerful immortal weapon.

In fact, Omi had a feeling inside that the Past Life Mirror was not a powerful immortal artifact, if it
really was, Omi could not hide it, with the spatial ring that Omi brought up from that mortal realm, if

A powerful immortal weapon that could still conceal that scent?

The more Omi thought about it, the more unreliable it became, could it really be that he was being
presumptuous?

At the moment, it was more than ten kilometers away.

“Why isn’t Zhou Mi departing yet?What are you still doing there?”

“Princess, why don’t we do it now.”

“Son of a bitch, this princess’s time is precious, and she’s wasting it for me.”

“Princess, let’s do it, this town, the strongest mayor, is only mid Human Immortal, with my strength,
finish Zhou Mi without a sound, after killing him, we’ll dump his corpse to the Sunless True Country.”



“Hey, that’s a good idea, we don’t have to wait for him to travel to the Sunless True Country, we can
kill him and then dump his corpse.”Princess Yun Zi’s eyes turned and smiled, “We’re so stupid, we
should have thought of that last night.Let’s go, go kill him.”Yun Zi gave an order.

At this moment, Omi walked out of the inn, Omi knew very well that someone behind him was always
watching and might do something early, so he had to do something.

After all, Yun Zi was a princess and was afraid of being discovered, so he had to be secretive, then Omi
let himself be in the most conspicuous place at all times, that way, Yun Zi would have to be a bit
worried about making a move.

When Omi arrived on the street, he immediately pulled out a chair and wrote a sign.

“Free guidance for immortal cultivation.”

Suddenly, many people gathered on the street.

“Senior Immortal, you’re really giving us free guidance on immortal cultivation?”The Immortals who
gathered around asked.

Omi said, “Of course, I have some connection with your town, which is half of my hometown, and I
want to do something for my hometown people this time back here.Therefore, I am ready to guide the
people of my hometown to cultivate immortality, no matter how high or low the realm is, no matter
how big or small the power is, they can come to me and repeat the guidance, day or night.If you want
me to guide you, please line up.”

“I want, I want.”

All of a sudden, everyone was excited.

One by one, Omi guided the people one by one, because Omi’s goal was to gather popularity, the more
people the better, so Omi’s guidance was very detailed, and it was really very helpful to those people.

In less than an hour, the whole town spread, and in all directions, people kept coming.

There were people in front of and behind Omi, in the sky and on the ground.

Moreover, there were also people from further away in this town who came after hearing about it.

It could be said that Omi was afraid that he would not be able to spare a moment in these ten days and
half months.

With so many people, Omi wanted to see if Yun Zi dared to take action.

Even if he did, people would definitely know, Yun Zi must be afraid of spreading the word, and the
emperor definitely didn’t know about this, if the emperor wanted to kill him, it would never be so
troublesome to do it already in the capital.

“Damn it, what the hell is Zhou Mi doing?”At this moment in the distance, Yun Zi was trembling with
anger, they were about to strike, kill and then dump the corpse to the Sunless True Country, but they
didn’t expect that before they did, Omi was surrounded by so many people.

“Princess, he seems to be instructing the immortal cultivators in this town.”



“Son of a bitch, isn’t he heading to the Upper Fey Yan Continent?”

“I don’t know, Princess, are we going to do it now?”

“With all these people, can you guarantee that you won’t be recognized?Afterwards, Zhou Tie came to
investigate. Can you guarantee that you won’t be found out that I did it?If the whole country knows
that I assassinated Zhou Mi and I have such a small amount of magnanimity, then my royal family will
lose face.”

“Princess, that’s just wait, I don’t believe he can guide forever, he will always end it, and when he does,
kill him.”

“Hmph, Zhou Mi, I’ll let you live a few more days.”Yun Zi stomped her foot, her eyes cold.
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